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The Team Event

Introduction
This is a mass-roleplaying experience of creativity, competition, and

teamwork. It’s a four-hour game for 12 to 40 players run by two or more

referees. It’s a game of shifting alliances and uncertain allies. It’s a

collective, world-shaping event and a fierce battle between opposing

factions. You and two or three of your friends create and play one of

those factions. Win or lose, you will shape the fictional setting through

play and in your final actions as a team or as your character. You’ll be

creating a big story together, so bring your “A” game!

Each time the Team Event is played it has a different setting. It can

be about warring kingdoms battling to control a fantasy realm,

renaissance noble houses fighting for a vacant throne, interstellar

interests forging a galactic government, or sports teams competing for

fans and market share. Your team will create one of the factions in the

setting, helping to define it; and in the end, your faction may become

the dominant force in that setting.

This is a game about big events – just as the game itself will be a big

event for your local roleplaying community. Whether it’s a galactic war,

a royal succession, or the Super Bowl, the outcome of these events will

matter in the future of the fictional setting. Stories from the game will

be part of your community for years to come. Bring your creativity and

a competitive spirit to the event – the referees will take care of the rest.

by Scott Dunphy & Rp Bowman
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At its heart, the Team Event is a power struggle. In the game, this is

represented mechanically through three sets of tokens: white, blue, and

red. These rules often refer to the color of the tokens, but most important

is what these sources of power represent in the setting’s fiction.

White tokens represent temporary, personal power that is used to

fuel each character’s special abilities. This is the “currency” of the game

system. This currency will have a name that reflects what it represents

in the setting. For a Cold War espionage setting, white tokens may be

“Intel”. In a samurai game, they’re honor tokens. Of course, white tokens

may represent cold, hard cash in any number of settings. White tokens

belong to your character until you choose to spend them or give them to

a teammate. When you receive currency from another player, it’s yours

and goes into your personal stash of white tokens.

There will also be two sources of collective power for each faction.

These can represent fleet strength and diplomatic skill, standing and

secrets, or offense and defense, but they will always be the two types of

power that are most important to the setting’s central conflict. The game

uses blue and red tokens to represent these power sources. Each team

will start with an equal number of both blue and red. Throughout the

game you will spend and earn these tokens, but they belong to your

faction. You take them out of your faction’s pool only as needed and

you deposit all blue or red tokens you get from other players to your

faction’s pool as soon as they are received.

The top two factions at the end of the game will be the team with

most blue tokens and the team with most red tokens. You will spend

most of the game trying to increase your team’s pool of red or blue

tokens so you can claim one of these two spots. You’ll do so by

bargaining, forming alliances, and grabbing power from other factions

and these interactions will be fueled by white tokens. Once the top two

teams are determined, the players from the remaining teams spend

whatever white tokens they each have left to aid or hinder one of the top

two teams and determine an ultimate champion.

Power Struggle
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Setting is critical to the feel of the Team Event because you’ll be

creating a story about a major event in the history of the world where

the game is set.

The setting will flavor your creative contributions and you will

shape the setting through your actions and decisions.

The rules of the game work the same regardless of the setting, but

rather than present a generic rules set we’re using a specific example

(The Kingdom of Hydrafel) to provide a consistent example, show

you how the rules work, and demonstrate how you’ll interact with

the fiction of the setting.

While this is “just an example”, it is also a perfectly usable setting!

Setting

As a referee, your job is to pick a setting or create one, prepare the

materials for the event, and learn these rules inside and out.

The game is structured to teach the rules to the players in stages.

You will facilitate these stages and keep the game on track.

The Team Event is intended to run itself, to a certain extent; none

of the interactions between players in this game requires referee

approval or supervision.

Hopefully you will do far more explaining, but it’s also part of

your job to settle any rules disputes as an impartial agent.

When doing so, always keep in mind that the intent of the rules is

to reward interaction with players from other teams and to penalize

those avoiding interactions – i.e. when you can, err on the side of

encouraging interaction among all players.

Note  to Referees
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In order to make a game where multiple teams of roleplayers can

create their own party of characters and interact with and compete

against other teams at the same event in a reasonable amount of time,

we had to create a new system tailor-made for those goals. The end

result is something that you may not be as familiar with as D&D, but

the rules are designed to be simple and fair so there shouldn’t be too

much to learn.

While a team of referees will run the Team Event, it would be

nearly impossible for them to be Game Masters for 40 people in a

four-hour game. As a result, some of the creative duties normally

assigned to a GM have been distributed to the players. You may find

that you are called upon to contribute more creatively than you do as

a player in other RPGs. And while you’ll be moving around a lot

while interacting with other players (often in-character), there are no

costumes, NPCs, or GM-provided-plots that would be found in a

most LARPs.

We see this as something new and unique – a roleplaying game

designed to create a community event. But if you see it as part LARP,

part Story Game, and part Diplomacy©, you aren’t wrong either. We

just hope you give it a try!

Is this a LARP?

Where appropriate we’ll show generic placeholder terms alongside

the specific terms used in the example setting as flavor.

The generic placeholder terms will be contained

in {squiggly brackets}.

At the end of this text there are also guidelines for creating your own

settings and additional settings we’ve created.

Terminology
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The Team Event occurs in six phases. Each phase is timed to keep

things focused and to finish the entire event within a standard, four-

hour convention slot. The referees’ most important job is to ensure that

the event stays on schedule. You and your teammates probably won’t

be able to accomplish everything you want in the time allotted for each

phase – that’s part of the strategy of the game and what separates the

best teams from the rest.

Game Structure

` Phase 1 (0:15): The Storm of Whispers
{Faction and Character Creation}

` Phase 2 (0:30): The Rivals Ball
{Establishing Relationships}

` Phase 3 (2:15): The Season of Knives
{Open Play}

` Phase 4 (0:10): The Grand Council
{Blue Token Resolution}

` Phase 5 (0:05): Feast of the Gods
{Red Token Resolution}

` Phase 6 (0:15): The Coronation
{Final Resolution}

The times above assume the maximum number of players (40) and

some portions may not take as long with smaller groups.

 Feel free to end a phase early if you feel the event is losing

momentum, but always err on the side of caution and don’t extend any

phase assuming the final three phases will take less time.

In fact, the final three stages are where much of the story is told

so don’t short change them!

Note to Referees
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The criers bear sad tidings. Queen Grace, beloved sovereign
of the land of Hydrafel, has died without any heirs.

This influential but eccentric monarch ruled for generations without
marrying and most of the nobles in the line of succession were killed
fighting the Ogre Incursion a dozen years ago.

Hydrafel is a vast kingdom spanning from the Brentworth Sea     to
the Shortback Mountains. Its wealth lies in the farmlands of the
White Hills and the trees of the Elder Forest. The people are simple
and hardworking, but they’ve grown accustomed to strong leadership,
peace, and prosperity.

Kingdom of Hydrafel
{Background}

In this phase you’ll work with your teammates to create your team’s

faction, individual characters, and loyalties between those characters.

You will fill out a character sheet called an Insignia {Dance Card} for

your character and a Declaration {Faction Sheet} for your whole team.

To get you started, you will be provided a background sheet that gives

you some details about the setting as a starting point for your imagination.

Phase 1 (15 minutes)
The Storm of Whispers

You may want to read the background sheet aloud at the start of

the event to get everyone focused and on the same page. Make this

reading dramatic and short (it should take no more than two minutes).

If anyone wants to ask questions, ask them to save them until after

you hand out team packages so others can begin working on them.

When answering questions, it’s important to make clear that the

players will have many opportunities to shape and narrate the fiction

to their liking – the Background Sheet is just a starting point.

Note to Referees

{Faction and Character Creation}
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There are many candidates with some
claim to the throne and many have
backers that seek to control it.

Great noble houses, merchants’ guilds,
churches, wizardly enclaves, and generals
at the heads of vast armies all have their
own aspirants to put forward. Other
pretenders have sought the backing of
foreign powers and even the Dwarves
and Elves at the edges of the kingdom.

The Royal Conclave currently controls
the kingdom, but these wizened advisors
are like the cobwebs Queen Grace left
behind and a stiff breeze might blow
them away. Without a clear heir, they
have called a Grand Council of all the
aspirants and their backers to settle the
right of succession. The council will take
place just before the Feast of the Gods
– a celebration where the people choose
their Holy Champion. You’l l have
precious little time to prepare…

While the background

sheets will have lots of

proper names (like the

Elder Forest and the poor

old Queen Grace) these are

merely jumping off points

for the players’ creativity.

There is no established

setting material – no series

of novels, no cancelled TV

show – to work from here,

only what you see in the

background sheet. Through

play you’ll decide what

these Proper Names mean

and how to use them.

They are context and a

small constraint to help fuel

everyone’s creativity.

Proper
Names

{Blue Tokens} represent the strength of your candidate’s claim

to the throne and are called ClClClClClaaaaaiiiiimmmmmsssss.

{Red Tokens} represent how strongly the people of Hydrafel

favor your candidate and are called FFFFFaaaaavvvvvorsorsorsorsors.

The {White Tokens} are called SSSSSooooovereivereivereivereivereignsgnsgnsgnsgns and represent the

material wealth needed to power your characters’ special

abilities through purchasing equipment, influence, or access.

The Tokens of Hydrafel

s̀
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At a minimum, the Faction Sheet will establish the faction name,

motto, and motivation. For some settings, a few additional details may

be needed. Each team needs to decide these things together and write

them on their sheet.

The motivation is particularly important as it establishes why this

faction believes they have the right to compete for whatever is at stake

in the fiction. Refs will want to keep an eye on the faction creation to

make sure that two or more factions do not pick the same name or

motivation and resolve the situation if they do. Keep each faction sheet

at the table or designated base area for that faction, but remember to

collect them at the end of the game so you don’t forget the names of the

teams or who was on each team when you announce the winner.

Below is the Faction Sheet for the Kingdom of Hydrafel setting. In

addition to the name, motto, and motivation, each team needs to name

a candidate for the throne. This can be one of the player characters or a

puppet with royal blood. There are no limits to what the teams can

create and the Refs do not get to “approve” the Faction Sheet. If a team

wants to be a tribe of Orcs that have secretly raised a human girl they

claim to be the daughter of Queen Grace, that’s their call.

In the space where the Team Event is played, each faction will have

a table or other area to serve at their “base”. The Faction Sheet will be

kept at the base and will be available for anyone to look at during play.

Faction Sheets

Example of Play, Faction Creation:

Rosa, Meg, Emily and Joshua have formed a team.

They all agree that this setting sounds like it needs some familiar fantasy

faces and, at Joshua’s suggestion, they pick Orcs. Emily wants to play

the Orcs sympathetically, but not as mincing push-overs.

Meg suggests playing these Orcs as an immigrant population with less

magic than other species, stubbornly clinging to a “tough cannibal”

cultural identity but seeking acceptance. Rosa suggests something like

the Urban League and the Free Orc League is born.
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Kingdom of Hydrafel
Cohort Declaration

{Faction Sheet}

Banner of Cohorts{Faction Name}:

Banner Motto:

Candidate for the Throne:

Why should your cohorts control the Kingdom of Hydrafel?

Additional History:

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Da free orc league

NOT GOOD! EAT STEEL!

ToRia who iz more queen than orc, mostly

we be more fair and stuff

‘kauze we had gots it plenty hard, too

and we like youse ‘sept for dem Hobbits

orcs am come from the hard swamps,

but now we stay ‘kauze dere better foods

than people what run away or sue you.

also, we gots der fancy talkin’ clothes

rosa

Glug hobbit-breath

subrosa@dragonriderrr.org

meg

raunk elf-beard

n/a

emily

mool dwarf-stench

mle@slal.dms.cbu.edu

Joshua

urf man-toast

godemporerofdune@nwii.com
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Attached to the Faction Sheet is a set of “buttons” – special abilities

that will be distributed among each faction’s player characters.

They’re called Buttons because they’re usually represented on the

Dance Card by stickers or even a pinned-on label.

 Deciding which buttons each character uses will define that character

much like stats or powers on a character sheet in other RPGs.

Teams must distribute buttons evenly amongst their characters.

Teams with four players will have three buttons for each character.

Characters in three player teams will each have four button abilities.

Once buttons are distributed, players should attach their buttons to their

Dance Cards (see below). Buttons cannot be redistributed or exchanged

after the end of Phase 1.

How these buttons work in play is more fully explained in Phase 3.

(In fact, buttons don’t work until Phase 3, anyway.)

If teams are struggling with how to distribute buttons, we recommend

taking one from each section and having at least one that will yield

Favors {Red Tokens} and one that will yield Claims {Blue Tokens} for

each character.

Button Abilities

The focus of this game is political. It’s about group dynamics as

much as personal force. So you will not find any button abilities that

will directly take an opponent out of the game.

You will find several abilities (mostly 1-on-1s) that will allow you

to tear tokens directly away from an opponent’s stronghold with a

minimal expenditure on your part. If you want to describe yourself

imprisoning the defender of these tokens to get ehm (or shooting

someone in the face) so be it - just don’t expect it to be permanent!

Personal Power
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Kingdom of Hydrafel
Button Abilities

While this example is specific to the Kingdom of Hydrafel setting,

the 12 types of buttons do pretty much the same thing in any game

world. There are four one-on-one powers, four two-against-one powers,

and four three-against-one powers. Half of the powers are for gaining

Blue Tokens and half are for gaining Red Tokens.

Pay 5 Sovereigns {White Tokens} to the target cohorts {faction}

and take 8 of their Favors {Red Tokens} for your own.

Tournament Champion
Be it martial or magical skill, you excel in competition

...and everyone trusts a winner.

As a diligent researcher or savvy collector of information,

you know much that is secret.

You’ve been around and have many friends outside the court.

Few would speak ill of you …in public.

You vs. Target Faction

You pay 3 Favors {Red} and 2 Sovereigns {White} for 5 Claims {Blue.}

Notorious Torturer

Pay 5 Sovereigns {White Tokens} to the target cohorts {faction}

and take 8 of their Claims {Blue Tokens} for your own.

Reknowned Sage

Friend of the Lowly

You pay 3 Claims {Blue} and 2 Sovereigns {White} for 5 Favors {Red.}

One-on-One Buttons
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You look out for the less fortunate and they love you for it.

You know how rumours spread and you can turn opinions into “facts.”

You and 1 Ally vs. Target Faction

Protector of the People

Tale Teller

Pay 2 Claims (with the help an Ally {player from another faction}) to

a target {a third faction} and throw in 3 of your own Sovereigns, in

return for 6 total Favors (that’s 3 Favors each for you and your Ally.)

Pay 2 Favors (with the help an Ally {player from another faction}) to

a target {a third faction} and throw in 3 of your own Sovereigns, in

return for 6 total Claims (that’s 3 Claims each for you and your Ally.)

Most of the criminal underworld still fears and respects you.

You have a well-trained fighting force which awaits your orders.

Shadowy Figure

High Commander

Pay 5 Favors (with an Ally’s help) to a target faction and throw in 1

Sovereign of your own. The target faction must then give you and

your Ally 10 total Claims (that’s 5 Claims apeice).

Pay 5 Claims (with an Ally’s help) to a target faction and throw in 1

Sovereign of your own. The target faction must then give you and

your Ally 10 total Favors (that’s 5 Favors apeice).

Two-on-One Buttons

Example of Play, Button Distribution:

Christie, Mica and Sven have decided to form a faction of only three

players, the Magic Shop Owners Guild. That means they each get four

“Titles.”  Christie wants to play Saphirona, a clever but honest

alchemist. They decide she should have the Reknowned Sage,

Ogre’s Bane and Friend of the Lowly. They convince her to take

Protector of the People so she’ll have a 2-on-1 ability.

Mica wants to play Mr. Gauntleroy, a fiendish manipulator. The three

decide he should get the Story Teller and Shadowy Figure buttons as

well as Rabble Rouser and Notorious Torturer.
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You and 2 Allies vs. Target Faction

Rabble Rouser

Pay 3 Claims (with the help of 2 Allies with different cohorts

{factions}) to a target and throw in 1 of your own Sovereigns, in

return for 9 total Favors (that’s 3 Favors each for you and your Allies.)

Pay 3 Favors (with the help of 2 Allies with different cohorts

{factions}) to a target. Also pay 1 of your own Sovereigns, in return

for 9 total Claims (that’s 3 Claims each for you and your Allies.)

You’re a hero of the last war and the people haven’t forgotten.

Your years of piety have paid off – the temples will stand behind you.

You were favored by Queen Grace and you don’t let others forget it!

You can whip public sentiment up until it froths into an angry mob.

Paragon of the Faith

Ogre’s Bane

Royal Favor

Pay 9 Claims (with the help of 2 Allies, each with different cohorts)

to a target and throw in 4 of your own Sovereigns, in return for 15

total Favors (that’s 5 Favors each for you and your Allies.)

Pay 9 Favors (with the help of 2 Allies, each with different cohorts)

to a target and throw in 4 of your own Sovereigns, in return for 15

total Claims (that’s 5 Claims each for you and your Allies.)

Three-on-One Buttons

Example of Play continued...

That leaves Sven with Paragon of the Faith, High Commander,

Royal Favor and Tournament Champion, which doesn’t sound like much

of a shop keeper. Christie suggests that Sven play a retired adventurer

who now sells the hoard of magical items he collected over the years

much like a high-priced art gallery or a, let’s face it, a gun runner.

Sven likes the idea and decides he’s a retired paladin, Sir Weston,

who mainly runs his little shop to fund the Temple of the War Saints.
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This is the character sheet each player will wear during the event.

On the top section of their Dance Cards the players must also record

their name, their character’s name and their faction name.

Players do not record relationships on the bottom sections of the

cards at this point – those will be established in the next phase.

Finally, each player must pick at least one other member of their

team and briefly explain (in writing) why their character is loyal to that

player's character.

Dance Cards

Players must wear their Dance Cards from here until the end of the

event. Since the players will be interacting with many other players

during the course of the event, it’s important for the players to wear

their Dance Cards in a clearly visible location so that anyone who

walks up to them can quickly determine who they are and which

faction they are from. It also helps to write clearly and in large print.

Wearing Dance Cards

Example Dance Card:

Sam’s team has become House Atherdon, assigning him the

High Commander, Royal Favorite and Reknowned Sage buttons.

Sam decides he will play Margrave Edmond, Chief Steward of the

Bleaksward (an obscure area of the kingdom that he made up just now)

and Captain of the House Atherdon Dragoons, the militaristic youngest

child of the most powerful noble lineage left in Hydrafel.

Sam fills out the Heraldric Insignia sheet as shown at right. He doesn’t

fill in his rivalries, yet.

Sam has also made notes on what each of his Titles do during Phase 3

using a kind of shorthand, but he could have also written on the back.
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Kingdom of Hydrafel
Heraldric Insignia

Character Name:
...played by__________________________________________

Cohorts:
who is loyal to (list another PC from this Faction):

because

{Dance Card}

Charater:
set of Backers:

Charater:
set of Backers:

Charater:
set of Backers:

Charater:
set of Backers:

Rivals

take a fourth rival only if your cohorts are composed of 3 members

FIRST TITLE
{Button Number One}

SECOND TITLE
{Button Number Two}

THIRD TITLE
{Button Number Three}

SHORT TITLE
{Extra Button for faction of 3}

Margrave Edmond of Atherdon
Sam

House Atherdon

Dame Chiswick
she’s his mother - oh, and she had the chance to poison him
and didn’t - that’s important in my his family

Royal Favorite
get 5 C (& 5 x2 allies) for 5F + 4s

High Commander
get 5 F (& 5F to ally) for 5 C + 1s

Reknowned Sage
get 8C for 5s

n/a
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At the end of Phase 1, each team will receive 48 Sovereigns {White

Tokens} and must distribute them evenly amongst the characters.

For three player teams each will receive 16 Sovereigns and for four

player teams each character starts the game with 12 Sovereigns.

Players are allowed to give Sovereigns to their teammates as they wish

throughout the game. You own any Sovereigns freely given to you for

the rest of the game, including your starting Soverigns.

At the end of the game, however, your character’s Sovereigns can be

used to “vote” for the winning team – so players should be encouraged

to part with them wisely.

Distributing White Tokens

 15 minutes doesn’t sound like much, but there really isn’t that

much to do in this phase and there isn’t time to waste! Having run

many convention events, we understand that you won’t start your

event right at the start of the four-hour slot. That’s why we’ve only

built three hours and 30 minutes into the phases. Our assumption is

that most of the remaining 30 minutes will be eaten up getting from

the muster area to the play area and the teams sorting themselves out.

So start Phase 1 as soon as you think everyone is ready, but no later

than half an hour into your slot if you want to finish on time.

Note to Referees

Sometime during the game, you should name your faction’s base.

This is one more way that you may contribute to the setting. Naming

your faction base not only gives players someplace to say they’re going,

but it adds a little chunk of the game world to the play space.

Decorations or labels are not out of the question, if time and the rules

of the play area permit, but only a name is really important.

Naming Your Faction Base
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Summary of Phase One:
Referee Summary

Organize Players

k Make sure players are arranged into teams of three or four each.

k Assign teams to distinct areas of the play space (their Faction Bases.)

k Help late comers find teams and catch them up.

Explain the Setting

k Read the background sheet aloud or pass out copies of it (or both)

k Encourage players to make up own Proper Names and run with it

k Display each type of token and explain what it represents in-game

Assist Players and Explain the What They’re Creating

k Help “stuck” players create their factions

f Suggest brainstorming Faction Name

f Make sure all players are listed on each Faction Sheet

k Hand Out Buttons and Explain Button Abilities

f Teams of 4 Players get 3 Buttons each

f Teams of 3 Players get 4 Buttons each

f Buttons start working during Phase 3 and affect Tokens

k Distribute Dance Cards and Explain Them

f Dance Cards require a character name

f Make sure players list all buttons on Dance Card

f Encourage players to pick a “loyal to” fellow player on team

f Keep players from filling out relationships, yet

k Hand Out the White Tokens and See Them Distributed Evenly

f 12 per member of a 4-Player Team

f 16 per member of a 3-Player Team
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This phase will introduce the different factions to one another and

establish back story between characters from different teams.

It will also teach the basic mechanics of the game in a simple fashion

that will be expanded upon in the next phase.

All of this will be accomplished through an event called, in this case,

the Rivals Ball. During the ball, characters from different factions will

interact and establish relationships known as rivalries.

Characters from four player teams can have up to three rivals and

characters from three player teams can have up to four rivals.

Relationships have benefits for both characters involved – in the next

phase they reduce the damage a rival does to you during an attack.

All the players should leave their base areas and congregate in a

common space for this phase. The Head Ref should start the ball by

introducing all of the teams or having them introduce themselves.

After the introductions, give the players a few minutes to mingle

before the “dancing” begins.

Then the Head Ref will announce that the dance has begun and the

players can begin forming rivalries.

It’s important to keep a strict time limit on this activity and when the

dancing is over, no further backstory relationships can be established.

(We recommend playing a pre-arranged musical selection of a set length

appropriate to the setting.)

Phase 2 (30 minutes)
The Rivals’ Ball

{Establishing Relationships}
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Example Dance #1:

Saphriona of the Magic Shop Owners Guild (played by Christie)

approaches Margrave Edmond of House Atherdon and says, “I haven’t

seen you since you borrowed my fey cauldron and it turned you into a

jackass.” Christie holds out a Sovereign to Sam (Edmond’s player).

Sam does not accept the token and Edmond replies, “As I remember it,

you paid quite the stiff fine for possession of a cursed artifact. But I’m

glad to see that your guild has finally ended your suspension.”

Christie laughs and agrees to the counter-narration. She pays Sam two

Sovereigns and they both record the rivalry on their Dance Cards.

Narrating events is your primary means of defense in the Team

Event! If you don’t want a rivalry with a certain player, narrate

something you think they will find unacceptable. They can still decide

to accept your version of the fiction, but if they do they will pay you

double. On the other hand, if you welcome the rivalry, take the money

and run! This same basic mechanic will be true throughout the game.

Tactical Note

In order to form a rivalry {establish a relationship}, you approach a

player from another team and say, “I haven’t seen you since…” and

finish the sentence with an incident where you bested or embarrassed

the other character in some fashion.

You hold out one Sovereign {White Token} to pay them. The target

player can either accept the token and acknowledge their past defeat or

counter by saying, “As I remember it…” and explaining how they got

the better of you in the end!

Now you can both accept their counter-narration and pay them two

Sovereigns, or say, “I think I’ve mistaken you for someone else,” and

walk away. If you do create a rivalry, be sure to record it on both or

Dance Cards – yours and your rival’s.

Rivalries
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You can only approach each player once.

If you initiated a rivalry and then walked away from the counter-

narration, that player can still approach you later in the phase to establish

a relationship; but this time, he or she leads the exchange.

When someone’s Dance Card is full – i.e. they have established three

or four rivalries (depending on the size of their team) with characters

from other factions – they are exempt from these rules. Players with

full Dance Cards should return to their faction base or otherwise separate

themselves within the common play area so that those without full Dance

Cards can more efficiently interact.

Again, there are no limits or approvals needed when establishing

relationships. In the Kingdom of Hydrafel setting the characters are

mainly meant to be rivals, but players may establish that their characters

are also lovers, relatives, or fellow secret-ninja-assassins – whatever

they work out through the mechanics above.

Limitations

Example Dance #2:

John, playing Priestess Balsora from the Church of Nabi, sees his friend

Rosa on the other side of the room and rushes over.

When he gets there he looks at her Insignia {Dance Card} and discovers

she is playing Glug Hobbit-Breath of the Free Orcs League. In the voice

of Balsora, he says: “I haven’t seen you since we drove you off the

lands of the Fatherly Church.” He holds a Sovereign out to Rosa.

Rosa replies as Glug. “As me remember it, Nabi-Nabis just trying to

kill all dem half-orc bastards der High Priest sired with our women!”

John and his team want their faction, the Church of Nabi, to be above

reproach. He shakes his head, puts his Sovereign back in his pocket,

and Preistess Balsora says, “I think I’ve mistaken you for someone

else. Good day!” John and Rosa then part to seek other rivalries.
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Summary of Phase Two:

Referee Summary

Gather All Players for the Phase

k Factions may introduce themselves or Head Ref will do so

k Head Ref makes a list of all Faction Sheets

Explain the Rules

k A player may approach any other and offer a White Token

k Approaching player describes relationship they want to establish

f The other player may accept the token (and relationship)

f The other player may decline the token and make a suggestion

f Approaching player pays second token to accept that suggestion

f Approaching player keeps tokens if no relationship established

Monitor Relationship Creation

k Each player may only approach each other player once

k Number of Relationships is limited by number of team mates

f Each member of a 4-Player team can have 3 Relationships

f Each member of a 3-Player team can have 4 Relationships
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Phase 3 (2 Hours, 15 Minutes)
The Season of Knives

{Open Play}

This is the heart of the game – through forming alliances, breaking

deals, and attacking other factions the teams will vie for the hearts of

the people of Hydrafel and the legitimacy of their candidate’s claim to

the throne. {The central thrust of the game is usually political.}

Strategy, persuasion, teamwork and luck will all play a part in

determining the winners. The purpose of this phase is to determine who

has strongest Claim {Blue Tokens} to the throne and who has the most

Favor {Red Tokens} with the people.

These two cohorts will then battle for the crown. Furthermore, winning

the hearts and minds of your fellow players and establishing good

relationships with their characters during this phase will likely make

the difference between second place and first.

Because, during the last phase of the game, players of the

cohorts{factions} that didn’t win will get to vote for which finalist does.

At the start of this phase, the Head Ref will give each faction 30

Claims and 30 Favors. These are the factions’ starting pools and they

belong to the team, not individuals. Players should not remove tokens

from the faction’s pools until they are prepared to make an attack.

Starting Tokens (Claims & Favors)

Tokens as Bribes
We’ll go over this later, but for right now understand that you can

make any deal you want with your Sovereigns {White Tokens.} Trade

them. Bribe others with them. Promise them. Speculate and make bets.

Shared resources, such as Claims {blue tokens} and Favors {red tokens},

on the other hand, ought to be discussed with the rest of your team

before even using button abilities. You really only have the authority to

freely trade your Sovereigns because only they represent personal power.
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Throughout this phase, players will use the abilities granted by

their Titles {buttons} to attack other  cohorts {factions.}

This works the much same as “dances” {establishing relationships}

in the previous phase except that instead of merely approaching

another player in a common area you must physically walk over to

the target cohort’s stronghold {faction base} to initiate the attack.

The target cohorts must defend themselves or pay a penalty,

but any member of the cohorts present can defend for them.

The penalty you pay for leaving your stronghold unguarded is

having to drop everything and return, physically, to your designated

section of the play area.

This is covered in detail later. While it may not seem like much,

the first time you have to duck out on an attack or give up a prize you

worked hard to obtain, you’ll understand why you should leave

someone behind at all times to defend your stronghold.

Strongholds
{Faction Bases}

This game relies on all the participants playing fairly. Your

characters may lie to each others’ faces, but you need to follow the

rules even when the refs aren’t looking. Remember, even if your

team can gain the most blue or red tokens you’ll also need to win the

good will of players from other teams in order to be victorious.

You don’t need to worry about keeping secrets in the Team Event.

Your background, relationships, special abilities, and information

about your faction are all public knowledge.  Even your faction’s

pools of blue and red tokens aren’t secret – so no hiding them! Only

your plans, deals, and alliances are secret (until you act on them).

Fair Competition
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You must narrate each attack much the same as you narrated a

relationship in the Rivals Ball. Instead of the standard phrases of the

dance, your narration will be colored by the name and description of

your button ability and possibly by previous events in the game.

Just like at the ball, the defender can choose to counter-narrate the

results of the attack, doubling the number of Sovereigns you must pay.

If the counter-narration or the increased cost is not to your liking, you

can call of the attack by saying, “Another time, perhaps?”

Everyone involved is encouraged to make suggestions about the

narration or treat each attack as a brief roleplaying scene – just remember

who has final say: the players using (or defending against) the buttons!

Narration

There is one major prohibition in this phase of narration – player

characters cannot be killed!

In fact, any narration that would remove a player from participating

in Phase 3 doesn’t count. You can’t “write someone out” of the game

(say by trapping them forever in stone or putting them in a trance for

a thousand years or turning them into a bug) no matter how clever

you are at wordplay.

Furthermore, narrations can only deal with the present situation

and can never restrict future actions for any of the participants.

Promises can be made and oaths taken, but they are never

mechanically binding.

In other words, you can say whatever you like. Lie, promise,

bargain, pledge, deny or exhort to your heart’s content. The only thing

you have to pay attention to are the ritual phrases, particularly “I’m

in mourning for the Queen” which is discussed on page 28.

Narrative Limitations
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Example Attack #1:

Dorian Bladeskin of House Atherdon is attacking the Church of Nabi.

Terrance (Dorian’s player) takes 3 Claims from his team’s pool goes to

the Church of Nabi’s base.

Priestess Balsora (played by John) is the only member of her faction at

the base, so she’ll have to defend. Dorian uses his Friend of the Lowly

button and says, “Friends of mine brought me evidence that shows you’re

blessing nobles in return for their endorsement of the Holy Child, your

candidate. I spread the word among the poor in your flock.” Terrance

holds out 3 Claims {Blue Tokens} and 2 Sovereigns.

John does not counter narrate because he likes the scene and the Church

really needs the Claims. He’s also heard that Terrance is cheap and

wouldn’t pay double. Ever.

Terrance pays the 3 Claims to John.

Then he forks over 2 Sovereigns,

which John gets to pocket. John

puts the 3 Claims in his faction pool.

He gives Terrance 5 {red} Favors.

s̀
x 2

Terrance John

John’s

cohorts

x3

Terrance’s

cohorts

x5

Symbols Used on Button Cards

{ally faction}

{target faction}

{pay a white token}
{your faction}
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While the players from all factions are moving about making deals

and coordinating attacks, one representative from each team must stay

near their team’s base in case it is attacked.

If a base is unmanned when an attack occurs, all members of that

faction must stop what they’re doing and return to the base so the attack

can be resolved. At the moment that team’s name is called out, any

transactions the faction members are a part of is interrupted and the

member returns to base with only the tokens they have in hand.

This may penalize them in the short term by losing tokens but if it

happens more than once it is even more likely to hurt their team as few

will want to deal with unreliable partners.

If more than one group of attackers is attacking the same base, the

attacks are resolved serially in the order they arrived at the base. If there

is a dispute or they arrived simultaneously, the first available Ref should

flip a coin to resolve it. Teams cannot avoid attacks, but attacks can be

interrupted if any of the attackers are recalled to their home base for

leaving it unattended.

Defending Your Faction Base

If you are defending your faction’s base and you have a relationship

with one of your attackers, you pay that attacker one less token than

the button ability would normally require.

 If you have relationships with multiple attackers in the same attack,

this applies equally to all of them. If you forget or overlook a rivalry

you can’t get your tokens back once they’re paid.

Calling on Relationships
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s̀

x 3 6

John Sam

John’s

cohorts

Sam’s cohorts {target}

x2

x3

x3

Example Attack #2:

Priestess Balsora is looking for revenge on House Atherdon.

She wants to use her Protector of the People ability, so she talks to

Saphriona of the Magic Shop Owners Guild.

Christie (Saphriona’s player) knows that her team is working to get

Favors, so she offers to pay the full cost in Claims for the attack.

John quickly agrees and Christie ducks aside to pull the tokens

from her faction’s pool at the Magic Shop Owner’s Guild stronghold,

the Guildhall (a table by the door that has a “Closed” sign on it.)

They approach House Atherdon’s base where Terrance and Sam are

waiting. Since Sam’s character, Edmond, has a rivalry with Saphriona,

he decides to defend.

John gets a bit stuck on what to narrate, so Sam and Christie roleplay

Edmond arguing with Saphriona. Christie suggests that Balsora use

the distraction to preach to House Atherdon’s serfs about the sinful

ways of House Atherdon’s candidate for the throne. John says, “Okay,

so that’s what happens!”

Sam decides to put up a fight. “Dame Chiswick has forbidden the

worship of Nabi on our lands. I have no choice but to put your converts

to the sword... with a tear in my eye,

of course.” He smiles evilly

and holds out his hand.

John gives a mock gasp

as Balsora and gives Sam 6 Sovereigns.

Christie gives Sam 2 Claims

and Sam puts the blue tokens

in the team pool. He pockets

the six white ones.

He then gives 3 Favors to John

and only 2 Favors to Christie

due to their Rival characters. Christie’s

cohorts
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Most of the button abilities require you to recruit allies for an attack.

Allies can never be from your faction and if you need two allies they

must be from two different factions. Allies must determine how they

will pay the colored tokens cost (Claims or Favors) before they withdraw

these tokens from their factions’ pools.

Any split of the contribution that the group of allies agrees on is

acceptable. It is perfectly acceptable if one or more of the allies pay no

costs – their mere participation helps enable the button ability.

When using a button ability, you must always pay the basic Sovereign

cost and the cost of any counter-narration yourself. You are the only one

who can decide to accept the counter-narration or walk away.

The Contributions of Allies

Ritual Phrases
The Kingdom of Hydrafel makes use of a gaming technique called

“ritual phrases” intended to preserve some degree of immersion.

Players can turn down alliance offers or other non-button deals

flat by saying “I’m in Mourning for the Queen” and walk away. It’s a

useful way to prevent time-consuming or overly-insistent bargaining.

 Likewise, the “I haven’t seen you since...” phrase in Phase 2

is a good icebreaker, getting the creative juices flowing.

You can add ritual phrases to your games that you like, but we

reccommend having an “escape phrase” like this one handy to teach

 to your players at the beginning of the second or third phase.

Some players also find ritual phrases restricting, but it doesn’t hurt to

have a slick way of taking care of common problems that seem to pop

up in your games. Referees may want to keep track of such problem

spots and suggest player “outs” like these phrases for the next one.
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Every half-hour of this phase is considered one moon {time period.}

Referees will give a 1 minute warning and then announce the New Moon.

All players must return to their stronghold {faction base.}

All cohorts {factions} must update their Claims and Favors counts

on their stronghold’s display (usually a whiteboard) before they can

return to regular play.

At the end of the second moon (about a third of the way through this

phase of play), the referees will distribute an additional 20 Claims and

20 Favors to each faction.

At the Head Ref’s discretion, the last moon may run as long as 40

minutes rather than calling a New Moon and then running a very short

Moon count.  (In other words, the last part of this phase may start early

and/or end a little late to make up for a time crunch.)

New Moon Counts

If you attack a team that cannot pay the full amount, you forfeit the

difference (no IOUs) and the defender decides on the distribution.

In the last example, if there were only 3 Favors in House Atherdon’s

pool, that would have to be split among the attackers and allies

however the defender saw fit. Sam could give all three Favors to

Christie just to punish John, for instance. How unfair!

If you attack and cannot pay the increased counter-narration costs,

you must call off your attack by saying, “Another time, perhaps?”

Players cannot use the same button two times in a row – i.e. after

you use a button ability you must successfully use a different button

ability or participate in another player’s button ability (including

defending your faction’s base during an attack) before you can use

that button ability again.

Paying the Piper
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Example Attack #3:

The Magic Shop Owners Guild is struggling to win Favors late in the

game. Looking at the other teams’ counts, they think they need to take

Favors from the Church of Nabi to pull ahead.

Christie’s character, Saphriona, has the Ogre’s Bane ability, but only

5 Sovereigns – enough for the attack, but not for any counter-narration.

She asks Mica, one of her teammates, and he gives her the 3 Sovereigns

she needs to cover herself.

As she’s out recruiting allies for the attack, John (who plays Priestess

Balsora from the Church of Nabi) comes up to her seeking another

alliance.  Saphriona says, “I’ve no time, I’m in mourning for the Queen.”

John nods and moves on, but he’s knows something’s up. He looks

towards the Church of Nabi base and realizes there’s no one there!

He rushes back to take the post before his team captain’s “big deal”

is ruined by an attack on their unmanned base.

Saphriona recruits Edmond from House Atherdon (played by Sam) and

Glug of the Free Orcs League (played by Rosa). They need to come up

with 9 Claims for the attack. Christie knows thinks she can commit

to 2 Claims, despite a dwindling supply. Sam is secure in his team’s

numbers and offers 4 if Rosa will pay the other 3, which she agrees to.

They all return to their strongholds to pull Claims from their pools

and, fortunately, they all have enough. Their characters set out for

the Church of Nabi’s stronghold together.

Christie was expecting to confront John’s character, Balsora, but he’s

gone and Dave’s character Deacon Twain is now manning the defense

of the Church’s stronghold. In other words, he’s sitting down at his

cohort’s table having a breather.

“You may not enter here,” says Deacon Twain, as lordly as he can

manage with a half-full pop in his hand, “you are not of the faith.”
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Both Saphriona and Glug Hobbit-Breath have rivalries with

Deacon Twain. Because of that Christie’s not so sure this attack will

take enough Favors away from the Church of Nabi to put her team

ahead, but they decide to go ahead with the attack.

Rosa says, in her best Glug-ish: “Me chase this bad priest here, you no

give him sanctuary.” She pantomimes giving Edmond a push.

“I call upon the articles of brotherhood for all priests,” says Edmund.

They commence describing a staged fight in the church and detail

the shocked expressions of the worshippers inside.

The allies offer the 9 Claims to the Church of Nabi to do this.

“I’m amplifying the sound of the fight with a magic box from the Temple

of the War Saint’s Junk Shop,” says Saphriona, playacting the action.

Christie offers Dave 4 Sovereigns.

“Ah, but the Church was made ready for this,” says Deacon Twain,

“I was warned to wait here when Balrosa saw you conspiring.”

He goes on to describe his goddess filling the square outside with the

calming music of thousands of chanting angels.

Christie pays the additional 4 Sovereigns to complete the attack.

Dave takes the 9 Claims and  gives Sam 5 Favors, but only pays

4 Favors each to Christie and Rosa due to their rivalries.

s̀

x 4 8

Sam’s

cohorts

Rosa’s

cohorts

Christie’s

cohorts

target*

*Dave’s

cohorts

x 9 x 5

x 5

x 5

Christie

Dave
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The setting determines what the Blue, Red, and White Tokens and

each button ability represents in the fiction of the game,

but mechanically they follow the same procedural steps no matter

what the fictional justification.

The button abilities serve to move the Blue and/or Red Tokens

from one or more factions to one or more other factions.

Like energy, tokens cannot be created or destroyed. You can't make

tokens out of thin air; you must trade or take them from another team

(in case of Red and Blue) or receive them from another player (White).

Furthermore, tokens are never removed from the economy.

White Tokens are always paid to an individual player character of

a team. Blue and Red Tokens are always immediately returned to the

gaining player’s team pool at the end of an interaction.

Scarcity

Note to Referees
You’re going to be very busy during this phase. You do not have to

go with a player when they request you to do so, but it helps to tag along

sometimes in order to keep everyone on their toes.

Rounding up the members of a faction to pay the penalty for leaving

a stronghold undefended is time consuming, so referees may not make

that their highest priority.

Other rules disputes, questions and issues are sure to arise.

Referees must use their judgement in deciding what to handle!
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Summary of Phase Three:

Referee Summary

Explain the Rules

k Distribute 30 Blue Tokens to each team

k Distribute 30 Red Tokens to each team

k Players may use Button abilities during this Phase only

k Players may make any deals with White Tokens they wish

k To use a button ability, you must:

f Have allies if it’s a 2-on-1 or 3-on-1 Button

f Go to the Faction Base of the Faction you are Attacking

f Display the Button to the Defender of the Target Base

f Seek a Referee (and delay the attack) if there is no Defender

f Offer the prescribed amount and type of Tokens to the Defender

f Narrate what form your attack takes in game

f The Defender must make a suggestion to counter your attack

f Double the White Tokens offered if you accept the suggestion

k To defend against a button ability, you must:

f Accept the Narration and the tokens offered

(or Deny it for Double the White Tokens)

f Offer a suggestion (alternative narration) with any denial

f Pay the Red or Blue Tokens required by the Button

f If you do not have enough Tokens, too bad for the Attacker

f If you have a relationship with Ally/Attacker, pay them -1 Token

Ensure Fair Play and Track the Time

k Mediate rules disputes (don’t arbitrate; work out a solution)

k Send each team back to their faction bases to start the Phase

k Do periodic (half hour) counts of red tokens and blue tokens by team

k Add 20 Red and 20 Blue to each Faction after the second count

k Make sure these counts are clearly displayed

k Gather all team members to defend an undefended base

f All members of that team must return for 1 attack, no exceptions

f Do this at the request of any attacking player (from another team)

f Do this only if the base is genuinely undefended
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Phase 4 (10 Minutes)
The Grand Council

{Blue Token Resolution}

The first five minutes of this phase are for all cohorts {factions}

to count their Claims and Favors, determine their team’s total of

Sovereigns (but keep each player’s White Tokens separate at this point),

and report these numbers to the Head Ref.

The Referees will organize this data and create a list of cohorts

from least to most Claims {Blue Tokens} and a list of teams from least

to most Favors {Red Tokens.}

k If there are ties for first place on either of these lists, break

those ties by looking at which cohort had more of the other color.

k If there is still a tie, determine which cohort had the most Sovereigns

amongst all of its members.

k If there is still a tie, the Refs should arbitrarily decide which team

is first for that list. The remaining team with the highest total

of reds and blues is in third place (third place ties are fine,

no need to break them).

Example Count for Phase 4:

The Referees call The Grand Council and the cohorts count their tokens.

The Free Orc League has the most Claims (with 77 Blue Tokens.)

The Magic Shop Owners’ Guild and the Church of Nabi are tied for

most Favors (38 each), but the Guild has no Claims left and the Church

has 10. Therefore, the Church of Nabi wins “Most Favors.”

The House of Atherdon ended the game with almost the same number

more Sovereigns than anyone else (and the same number of Claims as

Favors), but that won’t matter until Phase 6: The Coronation.
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The next five minutes of this phase are spent asking rapid-fire

questions of the teams from least to greatest claim to the throne. The

answers to these questions will tell the story of the Grand Council.

As in previous phases, no player character should be killed unless

the pre-determined questions require it or the player of that character

chooses to narrate their character’s death here.

This resolution should take place with all the teams gathered around

the Refs. Even though the winner of this round will likely be known

well beforehand, the fun will come in all the various responses to the

questions and how they shape the story.

The Head Ref will ask the following questions of the factions starting

with the faction whose candidate has the least solid claim to the throne

(fewest Blue Tokens) and ending with the faction whose candidate has

the best claim (most Blue Tokens).

Each faction has mere seconds to respond to their question and can

only narrate one sentence in response. The Head Ref must ask the first

and last question, but will choose among the other questions as he or

she sees fit if there are fewer than 10 factions.

Questions

Example Grand Council {Blue Token Resolution}

The teams gather together and Robin, the Head Ref, begins asking

the questions on the Inquiries Form {Blue Token Questionaire.}

Since the Magic Shop Owners Guild had the fewest Claims (none), he

asks them the first question. “Who in your faction was forcibly expelled

before the Grand Council began and why?”

The Magic Shop Owners whisper together for a second and Christie

answers for her cohorts. “My character, Saphriona,” she says,

“was expelled for attempting to plant scrying eyes in the Council Hall.”

Contiuned on page 37...
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First: Who in your faction was forcibly expelled before

the Grand Council began and why?

2) How did your candidate embarrass you?
3) Who in your faction collapsed and why?
4) What did Queen Grace’s steward say about your faction?
5) Why was your candidate absent from the Grand Council?
6) Who from your faction swore an oath and what was it?
7) Why did your faction walk out in protest?
8) What sign of the gods favored your faction?
9) Who in your faction gave an impassioned speech?
Last: What did your candidate say that swayed

the Grand Council in your favor?

The Grand Council has ended and the candidate from the faction
with the strongest claim to the throne is now the Heir Apparent.

But the coronation can’t take place until
the Feast of the Gods has ended…

The Grand Council Inquiries
{Blue Token Resolution Questionaire}
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Example Grand Council {Blue Token Resolution} - Continued:

Since there are only four teams, Robin gets to pick which questions to

ask the next two cohorts.

He asks the Church of Nabi, “Why was your candidate absent from the

Grand Council?”

Dave, the team captain for the Church of Nabi, answers, “The Holy

Child was colicky, but Priestess Balsora has since nursed him back to

health.” That gets a laugh from the players that didn’t know the Church’s

candidate was an infant.

The next question is for House Atherdon: “Who from your faction swore

an oath and what was it?” Sam steps up to answer this one.

“My great friend Dorian Bladeskin swore that he would see all the

Orcs dead before he saw their puppet on the throne!”

Sam’s team whoops and cheers and Terrance, Dorian’s player, high-

fives Sam. There are some good-natured boos and hisses from

the Free Orcs League, but everyone seems to enjoy the trash talking.

Robin quiets everyone down before he asks the final question

of the Free Orcs League. “What did your candidate say that swayed

the Grand Council in your favor?”

“While I may be only a girl of 14 years, know that I am the true daughter

of Queen Grace and that Glug will be a wise and noble regent until

I am of age,” Rosa answers in a different voice from Glug, this time.

This is greeted with an equal measure of applause, boos, and laughter.

Robin wraps up the Grand Council by paraphrasing the script on the

bottom of the questionaire. “The council has named Toria Snow-Dagger

the Heir Apparent to the throne of the Kingdom of Hydrafel!” Robin

says. “This concludes the Grand Council, but the coronation cannot

take place until the Feast of the Gods has been held...”
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Phase 5 (5 Minutes)
The Feast of the Gods

{Red Token Resolution}

This phase is much like the second half of the previous phase, except

the winner of the Grand Council is not eligible to win this phase

regardless of their number of Favors.

The winner of the Grand Council will answer the first question in

this phase and then the other teams will answer questions from least

favor of the people to most, telling the story of the Feast of the Gods.

The feast is the last chance for a champion of the people to take the

throne by force of personality.

First: Who from your faction served as champion

to the Heir Apparent?

2) Who in your faction drank the most during the feast?
3) Why did the people boo your candidate in the tourney?
4) Why did a mob attack your faction?
5) Who in your faction ignited a riot and how?
6) Who from your faction swore an oath and what was it?
7) Who from your faction won the tourney and how?
8) What sign of the gods favored your faction?
9) Who in your faction quelled the riot and how?
Last: What did your candidate say that swayed

the people to your side?

Now one faction of cohorts has a legal claim to the throne
...and another has the will of the people behind them.

The candidate from the winning cohort of the Feast
is now know as the Champion of the People.

While open war may not come, it is sure to be bloody business from
here to the coronation.

Revelries
{Red Token Questionaire}
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Example Feast of the Gods {Red Token Resolution} - Part One:

Here’s a quick reminder of the order of Favors from least to most:

1. Free Orc League (11 Red Tokens)

2. House of Atherdon (33 Red Tokens)

3. Magic Shop Owners Guild (38 Red Tokens, No Blue Tokens)

4. Church of Nabi (38 Red Tokens, 10 Blue Tokens as Tie Breaker)

Since the Free Orce League won the Grand Council, they get the first

question regardless.

“Who from your faction served as champion to the Heir Apparent?”

Robin asks and settles back to wait for an answer.

Rosa answers in her own voice. “Her regent and foster-father Glug,”

she says, “resplendant in armor made from halfling skulls, steps forward

to defend the 14-year-old Lance Princess’ honor.” This isn’t a surprise

to anyone, but all seem pleased by the obvious answer.

The next two questions are Robin’s to pick.

He decides to have some fun with it.

“Why did a mob attack your faction?” he asks the House of Ahterdon.

The players from team Atherdon look stunned for a second but quickly

recover. “We all wore the symbol of the hydra to the Feast, which the

Church of Nabi has been working to suppress,” Terrance replies.

There are looks of confusion among the Church of Nabi’s players,

but they roll with it.

“Just because we live in Hydrafel doesn’t mean we have to like hydras,”

Dave ventures. This breaks the tension and gets a laugh.

Contiuned Next Page...
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Example Feast of the Gods {Red Token Resolution} - Continued:

Robin, still the Head Ref, throws the second punch in the one-two-social-

unrest combo hidden in the Inquiries of the Feast of the Gods.

“Who in your faction quelled the riot and how?” he solemnly asks

the Magic Shop Owners’ Guild.

The Guild wasn’t ready for that and they put their heads together.

“Our candidate, Xaxatar,” answers Christie, “played an ode to the

Holy Child on the enchanted calliope of the War Saints.”

Doug, Xaxatar’s player, mimes playing a piano and it gets a few laughs.

The Free Orc League boos their endorsement of the Church of Nabi’s

brat. So far they’re having the most fun, despite losing this round.

Robin smirks at the last question, but it’s required.

“What did your candidate say that swayed the people to your side?”

Many people chuckle because everyone now knows that the Church of

Nabi’s candidate is still in diapers. Team Nabi huddles and after a minute

Robin walks by pointing at his watch.

After a minute, John speaks for the Church in his Belrosa voice.

“He said his first words,” says John. “He said...‘Nabi’, the name of the

goddess who slew the great hydra!” Their team roars in triumph.

“Oh come on,” starts Terrence, but Robin quiets the room.

“A 14-year-old girl raised by orcs may have a legal claim to the throne,”

says Robin, paraphrasing again, “but The Holy Child of the Church of

Nabi has won the support of the people. The little tyke is henceforth

known as their Champion.” Robin quickly moves on to the coronation.
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Phases Four & Five:

Referee Summary

Determine Rankings

k Have players return to teams and count up all Red & Blue Tokens

k Rank Teams by Blue Token Possession, Highest to Lowest on List 1

f Blue Token Ties are broken by most Red Tokens, first

f Blue Token Ties are broken by most White Tokens, secondly

k Rank Teams in new list by Red Token Possession, Highest to Lowest

f Red Token Ties are broken by most Blue Tokens, first

f Red Token Ties are broken by most White Tokens, secondly

Gather Players for Both Resolutions

k Announce start of Blue Token Resolution, use those questions

k Ask First Blue Token Resolution question to lowest-ranked on List 1

k Ask any other question but the Last to teams ranked in the middle

f Never ask two different teams the same question

f Ask only one question per team

k As the Last question to the highest-ranked team on List 1

k Announce the beginning of Red Token Resolution, use those questions

k Ask the First Red Token question to the lowest-ranked on new list

k Ask any other question but the Last to teams ranked in the middle

f Never ask two different teams the same question (as before)

f Ask only one question per team

k Announce who has won the Red and the Blue resolutions
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Now the winning teams from the last two phases vie for ultimate

success in the world of the game!

Both finalist teams should pick a spokesperson or a team captain, if

it hasn’t yet become obvious. We’ll use the term “captain” from here on

in for the same position on both.

To start the coronation, the captain of the winning cohorts {faction}

from the Grand Council will stand and hold a blue bag.

The captain of the winning cohorts from the Feast of the Gods will

likewise stand and hold a red bag. Members of both these teams place

all their tokens – Claims, Favors, and Sovereigns – into their own bag.

The players of the remaining teams keep their own Sovereigns and

are now free agents. They still get to participate, even though their cohorts

have officially broken up.

The free agents will contribute their Sovereigns to either of the top

two cohorts to represent betrayals, support, and personal sacrifice either

to ensure that the Heir Apparent takes the throne or the Champion of

the People does.

Free agent players step forward, one at a time, and place their

Sovereigns in either the red bag or the blue bag and describe – in one

sentence, more-or-less – how their character aids the faction they are

contributing to (or harms the other faction.)

None of these descriptions can kill another player’s character or a

candidate, but you can sacrifice your own character’s life in a dramatic

fashion (no really, it’s fun!).

Phase 6 (15 Minutes)
The Coronation

{Final Resolution}
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If you are running this event at a convention, you may want to stop

here and wait until an awards ceremony or other public opportunity

to complete the last part. This will give both teams time to work on

strong endings and will build suspense. Before announcing the final

result, you may want to give awards for sportsmanship, honor,

cunning, and treachery to deserving participants if you feel you can

determine those effectively. You may also want to have voting boxes

for those categories available to participants at the end of the event

as a fun way to award those prizes.

Note to Referees

This is meant to be a serious business and if any two players from

among the free agents (i.e. not from the two winning factions) object to

another player’s narration, that player must revise their narration.

Even if a free agent has no Sovereigns left, they can still choose a

side and narrate one sentence of their contribution to this final struggle.

After all the free agents have chosen a side, contributed their tokens,

and described their fate, the top two teams fill out two index cards with

short descriptions – one for how their faction’s candidate falls and one

for how they he or she wins the throne.

Meanwhile, the Referees tally the tokens in the two bags.

k If there is a tie, the team with the most White Tokens wins.

k If there is still a tie, the team that won the Blue Token phase

is the winner.

Everyone will gather back together and the Head Ref will announce

the runner-up and have that team captain narrate their candidate’s failure

(based on what was writen on the index card earlier.)

Then the winning team’s captain will narrate their ultimate victory in

gaining the throne of the Kingdom of Hydrafel. This ends the Team

Event, but hopefully the stories will live on and make the next one

even bigger and even better!
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Example Coronation {Final Resolution}:

The Head Ref, Robin, calls for a team captain to step forward from the

finalists, the Free Orc League and the Church of Nabi.

Dave already acts as the the official captain of the Church, but the Free

Orcs consider themselves pretty independent. But Rosa is simply

irresistable as Glurg so they elect her as spokes-orc. She steps up.

Robin has the two team captains come to the front of the room.

Robin gives Rosa the blue bag has her hold it in front of her.

He’s already given the red bag to Dave on behalf of the Church of Nabi.

“Come forth and say your peace,” Robin says and then improvises,

“whenever the hydra moves you!”

Christie, Sam, and Terrance from the previous examples are all free

agents now as their teams did not win in Claims or Favors.

Terrance strides up and says, “Dorian Bladeskin attacks the Free Orc

League camp outside of the city walls and slaughters a hundred orcs,

bringing sympathy to the league.” He drops his Sovereigns into the

blue bag. This surprises many in the room, but none object to his

narration as his actions were in character even if the results favored

his character’s enemies. Also, he managed to get in a dig on both sides.

A few others step forth before Christie takes her turn. She’s out of

Sovereigns but she mimes dropping some in the red bag. “Saphriona

stands by the Church of Nabi and makes quite a profit winning a contract

to supply ever-burning candles in return.” One other free agent objects

to Saphriona’s profiting when Christie actually contributed nothing,

but no one seconds him and Christie’s narration stands.
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Sam waits until he’s the only one left, “Edmond joins the Holy Child’s

bodyguard and he dies saving the baby from an orc assassination

attempt.” He strikes a heroic pose and gets some oohs and aahs as he

drops his Sovereigns in the red bag.

Robin takes the red bag and the blue bag back to the other Referees

with a ceremonial nod. “Your actions have created the future,” he says,

“let’s find out what it might have been.”

He hands two index cards to Rosa. “Have the Free Orc League write

down how their candidate, the young Toria, ascends the throne on the

first card. Then put your heads together and write down how she might

lose it on the second card. Either one might happen.”

Robin then hands another two index cards to Dave. “The Church of

Nabi must also consider both futures. Write down how the holy child

might be denied the throne on the first index card and the way you

might claim it on the second card. This should be a team effort.”

“You have until the final count is announced,” says Robin and leaves.

Now the top finalist teams fill out their two index cards – one for a

positive outcome and one for a negative outcome. The rest of the players

mingle and chat, telling each other stories from earlier in the game and

explaining their motivations for their free agent narration.
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Example After-Game {Final Resolution}:

Head Ref Robin and his assistant Referees have totaled up both bags.

They gather everyone together again.

“Thank you all so much for playing!” Robin says, “The runner-up

is…the Church of Nabi!” Robin encourages a little loud cheering and

a few good-natured catcalls, then queits everyone down to listen to

Dave narrate his team’s defeat.

Dave reads from his team’s negative outcome card with the rest of his

team striking beatific poses behind him. “Know this, O Ye Beleivers!

The day before the coronation, the Holy Child disappeared. Some say

he was taken to Nabi’s side when she found us unworthy of him.

Others that the orcs stole and killed him. But we will never know.”

Everyone applauds and then a very excited Rosa takes the stage, “We

did it! And... four years later, Queen Toria turns 18 and in a grand

ceremony takes the crown. Glug is named Guardian of the Realm and is

revered for ages among orcs and humans alike! Um... but not halflings.”

Laughter and applause follow as everyone gathers their things to go to

dinner or their next game.
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Phase Six
Referee Summary

Set the Stage

k Have the Blue Token Resolution winners choose a captain

f Give that captain the Blue bag

f Put all White Tokens left to that team only into the Blue Bag

f All players on that team stand behind their captain

k Have the Red Token Resolution winners choose a captain

f Give that captain the Red bag

f Put all White Tokens left to that team only into the Red Bag

f All players on that team stand behind their captain

k All other players become Free Agents (but stick around)

k Each free agent steps forward and chooses a bag, Red or Blue

f The Free Agent narrates support for that team or against its rival

f The Free Agent puts all his or her remaining tokens in chosen bag

f Each Free Agent must chose one bag or the other, no abstentions

Do the Final Counts

k Give the team with the Blue bag 2 index cards

f The first is for them to describe what happens if they win

f The second is to describe what happens if they lose

k Give the team with the Red bag 2 index cards

f The first is for them to describe what happens if they win

f The second is to describe what happens if they lose

k Take the Red bag and the Blue Bag

k Have all players mingle while they wait

k Leave the room to count the White Tokens in both bags

k Record the scores

k Return to the play space where everyone is mingling

k Announce the runner-up and have them read their second index card

k Announce the winner and have them read their first index card
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You now have a large number of people that participated in the event

and each has their own story to tell.

The other participants will get to see some of that story in the last

phase, but you’ll want to give each player a chance to tell their character’s

whole story.

If you can, arrange an after-party. This might be as simple as gathering

at the hotel bar at the convention or going to a local restaurant together

for dinner.

Your best chance to hear everyone’s story and promote future play of

the Team Event is to tell those stories online.

You should gather the willing participants email addresses (the Faction

Sheets are designed for this) and invite them to a forum or other

collaborative site where they can post their stories, comment on each

other’s tales, and throw down challenges for next time.

Having this site available to the public can draw more teams at your

next event. If you’re very ambitious, you can compile and edit the best

stories as the “official” tale of the event.

After the Game
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Participants:

k At least two Referees, but additional Refs may be desired.

f One Ref is designated the Head Ref.

k Four to 10 teams of three to four players.

Preparation:

k Select a setting for the event or create one

using the guidelines provided.

k Secure a space for the event large enough for 10 tables.

f Or consider limiting the number of teams to the size

of available venue.

f If you don’t have tables, you can mark off “bases”

for each team with masking tape or yarn or crepe paper.

k Gather 14 to 42 participants (including both Refs)

f Offering a prize or a trophy should help draw competitors.

f Foster a competitive spirit in your local community

on message boards or at events (like conventions) prior

to the one the competition will be held at.

Appendix I
Pre-Game Checklist
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Materials:

(assumes the potential for 10 teams of four, adjust down accordingly)

k 40 Dance Cards

(5x8 cards with yarn attached at the top corners to make a necklace)

f Character Name

f Team Name

f Space for up to four buttons (see below)

f Four numbered lines for dance partners

k 11 Background Sheets (one is for your reference)

k 10 Faction Sheets

k 120 buttons, 10 of each type.

These can be pre-printed stickers, hand-made buttons,

or professionally printed. As an alternative,

you can provide nametags and players can draw

their buttons on them.

k Tokens (poker chips are recommended): 500 red, 500 blue, 480 white

k 1 red bag large enough to hold 1000 tokens

k 1 blue bag large enough to hold 1000 tokens

k 10 small white boards or 20 stand-up counters

to show each team’s red and blue token totals.

k List of questions for Phase 4 and Phase 5

k 4 index cards

k A watch or clock
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Appendix II

We didn’t write this game to show off our cool world creation skills

or to make sure that our favorite characters got an airing. We genuinely

want you to create new settings for team events of your own.

You’re more than halfway to a playable game if you can gather the

materials on the last few pages (and you can, with minimum fuss. The

tokens will probably cost you the most and you can raid them out of old

board games or cut up scratch paper if you’re cheap)

We’ll walk you through the steps of creating a setting of your own as

we go along, here.

Creating Your Own Setting

Step 1: Concept
Sit down with a sheet of paper and list the setting elements you’d like,

preferrably with the other potential referees contributing ideas.

No idea is too stupid at this point, you’re just brainstorming.

(If you’ve got better techniques for brainstorming or world creation, by

all means pull them out at this point! Just get the basic ideas down.)

Once all the ideas are out on paper, try and condense them to bite-size

chunks, circle buzz words or invocative phrases most people can hold

in their heads. You want about 10 to work with for the next part.

Conceptualization Example:

Robin sits down with the writing committee for the next Team Event.

Christie and Terrance have signed up after a lengthy chat at the end of

the Hydrafel game.

Robin lists things like “the Magic Returns,” “Last Bastion of the Old

Laws” and “Post-Apocalyptic” while Christie lists “Demon Lovers,”

“Hope”  and “Blood Secrets.” Terrance lists mostly anime references,

but also includes “Jungles” and “Dojo Fuel” and “Shogun Remnant.”
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Step 2: Define Terms
Take the fifteen or so phrases that you have left and, after a little revision,

takes turns trying to match them to the following list of terms:

Terminology Example:

Having vetted a few concepts out of the list, Robin, Christie and Terrance

start taking turns assigning concepts to terms.

Robin likes “Last Bastion” and names {Factions} “Bastions.”

Christie “Hope” to {White Tokens}.

Terrance assigns “Shogun Remnant” to {Red Tokens}.

Robin takes “Blood Secrets” and assigns it to {Buttons}.

Christie assigns “Demon Lovers” to {Relationships} but sticks an

ampersand in the middle after whimpering from Robin and Terrance.

Terrance assigns “Dojo Fuel” to {Establish a Relationship} and then

changes it to “Dojo Match” because that works a little better.

Robin thinks a minute and assigns “Magic” to {Blue Tokens} then, after

a short discussion, changes it to “Superstitions.”

Christie doesn’t like “jungles” or “post-apocalyptic” for {Faction Base}

or anything else, really, so she passes. Terrence turns the later into

“Post-Apocaltypic Bunker.”

Robin takes “jungles” and stretches it out a bit to make it “Jungle

Eruption” and attaches it to {Blue Token Resolution}.

That sparks an idea in Christie, who makes up “Time Capsule Unlocks”

to {Final Resolution} and Terrance makes {Red Token Resolution}

“Coming of Age Rite” based on his list of anime cliches.

{Faction}

{Faction Base}

{Relationships}

{Establish a Relationship}

{Buttons}

{White Tokens}

{Blue Tokens}

{Red Tokens}

{Blue Token Resolution}

{Red Token Resolution}

{Final Resolution}
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An long-forgotten disaster has devasted the future Earth, transforming

the world into scattered pockets of survivors separated by mutant

wilderness. After years of scavenging, several of these last bastions

of civilization have stumbled upon a new source of hope, a time

capsule from a mythically happier past. Will its contents allow your

bastion to reshape the world in your own image?

Mock Tomorrow

Step 3: Create a Blurb
The phrases you’ve used should start to point to a setting. Put your

heads together with the rest of the Referees and try to come up with a

short one-paragraph description of the setting. This may take a little

discussion, so try not to get too attached to any idea. Be flexible.

Based off their list of terms, here’s what Robin, Christie and Terrence

manage to hammer out (after a little bickering.)

Step 4: Brainstorm Possible Factions
Grab a new sheet of paper. Each player should take turns throwing out

ideas for possible factions. There’s no wrong ideas at this point, either.

When you’ve got what seems like a good sized list, try and reduce it to

five or six of the most generic terms which fit the setting best.

You might have to vote for certain close-calls or cross off an idea you

strongly defended, but remember other people are just going to use these

as suggestions, they might have been ignored anyway!

Factionalism Example:

Robin gets a new sheet of paper and lists “Suburbanite Cult” on it.

Christie lists “Clan of Mutant Vampires” on it.

Terrance lists “Ninja Pirates” because he’s Terrence.

It goes around like that for a while. After some discussion, the three

manage to boil out the following six suggestions:

“Robot-Worshippers, Horrific Mutant Clan, Paranoid Survivalists,

Ninja-Like Assassins, Rag-Tag Caravan, Piratical Raiders”
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Step 5: Write Your Background Sheet
List each of the faction suggestions you just came up with as well as

hinting (or outright stating) what the final resolution of the game will

be. You only need about 300 words, less than a fifth-grader’s homework.

Mentioning any of the other terms you’ve just come up with will also

fill a little space if you get stuck. Do not spell everything out!

Since you want to leave a lot of the background details up to the players,

it’s best to merely hint at the context. Players always do what you don’t

expect, that’s what makes games like this so exciting.

Backgrounding Example:

Robin, Christie and Terrance discuss how to present their setting.

It’s clearly some sort of dystopian survivalist nightmare world, but they

need to explain that to their players. They decide to start with the time

capsule and list the suggested factions as they go along.

“The tattered nomads of the wasteland have passed on stories of the

Great Time Capsule since before the End of the World,” Robin writes.

Christie likes the end of the world part and Terrance agrees that they’ve

killed two birds with one sentence (the Capsule and the rag-tag

caravans.) Terrance suggests mentioning Hope next.

“But word of the discovery of this great pre-apocalypse artifact has

light new fires of hope in the last bastions of civilization,” Robin writes.

Christie and Terrance challenge Robin to incorporate Robot-

Worshippers and Ninja-Like Assassins into the next line.

“But not everyone wants to share the contents of the capsule,” writes

Robin. “Those who worship the malfunctioning remains of the old world

hold it sacred and word has it that secret agencies have dispatched

legendary killers known as ninjas or power rangers to seize its

contents!” Terrance likes the Power Rangers joke. The sentence stays.

“Desperate envoys from distant bunkers have crossed the mutant jungles

to converge on the bunker of paranoid survivalists who unwittingly hold

the last time capsule,” finished Robin. “It’s timed to open ...tonight!”
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Step 6: Come Up with Questions
When you’re happy with your background sheet, discuss it for a bit.

(You can always make final clean-ups later when you print it for the

players or write it out formally for the Head Ref to read.)

You will need to come up with 20 leading questions about the two terms

you’ve defined for Red Token Resolution and Blue Token Resolution.

Take out a new sheet of paper and begin brainstorming questions like

you did with the basic setting concepts and the faction suggestions.

When you have at least 40 questions, go over the list and pick one

which seems to suggest why the faction with the least blue tokens lost

the Blue Token Resolution phase. Do the same thing for the loser of the

Red Token Resolution phase. Then find 2 more questions for the winners

of both respective phases.

Then take turns adding questions from the list which seem to you to go

between the losers (first) questions and the winners (last) questions.

Remember, only the first and last questions are guaranteed to be asked!

Questioning Behavior Example:

It takes a little while to get a good batch of questions together, but

Robin, Christie and Terrance perservere.

Terrance’s question, “What did your bastion think the sounds from the

jungle really were?” gets chosen for the losers of the “Jungle Eruption”

{Blue Token Resolution” and Christie’s question, “Why was your bastion

driven from the bunker?” seems to go with the “Coming of Age Rite”

{Red Token Resolution.}

Another of Terrance’s questions, “What did you repair to save the

bunker?” wins for the last question of the “Jungle Eruption” and Robin’s

question, “What member of your bastion mutated into the next stage of

human life?” wins out for the last question of the “Coming of Age Rite.”

The other questions are filled in to player taste, the most notable being

Terrance’s “What did your bastion do with the supplies that vanished?”
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Step 7: Name the Buttons
This is probably the hardest part, because you not only have to name

the individual buttons based on what you named them and the three

different types of tokens. You can try brainstorming lists like before or

assigning an equal amount of buttons to each writer to name.

It helps to talk about the picture of trade-offs that the buttons ought to

form in players’ minds. Using button powers is always trading away

one type of resource in order to gain another. Discuss what jobs or powers

suggest those exchanges.

You may also wish to consider what kind of powers would require an

assistant (the four 2-on-1 buttons) and which would require a crowd

(the four 3-on-1 buttons) to back you up and which you could use alone.

Buttonry Example:

Robin, Christie and Terrance now face the daunting task of naming 12

whole “Blood Secrets” {Buttons}.

Half of the buttons trade “Shogun Remnants” {Red Tokens}

for “Superstitions” {Blue Tokens} and vice versa.

Since Terrance won’t budge on Shogun, the three decide Shogun was a

technology company before the End of the World happened.

That suggests trading Shogun Remnants for Superstitions means playing

to the mindset of the, by implication, confused and uneducated populace

while vice versa is salvaging or learning about lost tech.

Based on that, they come up with the following twelve “Blood Secrets.”

Sin-Eater (1-on-1 Red-for-Blue) Magnet (1-on-1 Blue-for-Red)

Ascetic (1-on-1 Red-for-Blue) Collector (1-on-1 Blue-for-Red)

Shaman (2-on-1 Red-for-Blue) Hunter (2-on-1 Blue-for-Red)

Executioner (2-on-1 Red-for-Blue) Reader (2-on-1 Blue-for-Red)

Doomsayer (3-on-1 Red-for-Blue) Teacher (3-on-1 Blue-for-Red)

Chieftan (3-on-1 Red-for-Blue) Visionary (3-on-1 Blue-for-Red)
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Step 8: Fill in the Blanks
So, now you have a background sheet, names for all the buttons, 20

different questions (for two different phases) and the basic terminology

you need for a new setting all in... what? Maybe three hours or less?

Some of us have spent days working out settings for big events like

this, so maybe you’re ahead of the game.

Discuss which ritual phrases you’ll need. At minimum, you should

consider an ice-breaker phrase for Phase 2 and an escape phrase for

Phase 3, but you can add more depending on your taste.

All you have to do now is fill in the appropriate spaces on your

“Dance Card” and “Faction Sheet.” There’s blank copies of each on the

next two pages for your personal use (or you can download them.)

If you can, get a list of the buttons printed up (any way you like) and

add little descriptive blurbs to each one (again, you should split this

task among all writers - but you really only need a sentence for each

button - don’t add too much. Leave a lot up to the imagination!)

That’s it, eight steps. Well, eight steps with a good amount of talking

and writing things down, but you are preparing a for a big game, here.

Don’t worry, you’ve already made a great setting just by thinking about

it for a little bit. Good luck with your game!

Reminder Example:

Robin, Christie and Terrance talk about ritual phrases while filling in

the blanks on a computer version of the Faction Sheet Robin made.

Christie suggests “How did you survive when...” as an ice breaker,

considering the flavor of the setting. This goes over well.

Terrance comes up with a line from his favorite anime which Robin and

Christie modify to become “Maybe once, but not since the End.”

for the Phase 3 escape phrase.
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 {Faction Name}

 {Motto}

 {Goal}

 {Motivation}

 {Additional Details}

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

 {Event/Setting Title}

 {Faction Sheet}
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 {Character Name}

...played by__________________________________________

 {Faction}

 {loyal to}

(list another PC from this Faction):

 {reason for loyalty}

 {Character}

 {Character’s Faction}

 {Character}

 {Character’s Faction}

 {Character}

 {Character’s Faction}

 {Character}

 {Character’s Faction}

 {Relationships}

take a fourth only if your team has just 3 players

 {Button One}  {Button Two}

 {Button Three}  {Extra Button for 3-Player Team}

 {Event/Setting Title}

 {Dance Card}
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Appendix III

Scott’s a smart guy and he does all the hard work, but I like making

stuff up, so I snuck this appendix in the back of the book.

The next few pages have more printable versions of the setting-specific

materials you’d need to run the Kingdom of Hydrafel team event.

In this case, they don’t have the generic terms in {brackets.}

This is also available as a separate download on the team event home

page (www.teameventrpg.wordpress.com).

The players form different conspiracies, some alien and some human,

stirred up by an unexpected astronomical event in a seaside town already

hit hard by the Great Depression. Watch out for tentacles from the stars!

The Gable Cove Skyfall

Just to drive the point home, there’s another full setting you can tack

onto the Team Event listed right after the Hydrafel pages.

This second setting is deliberately very different from Hydrafel so that

you can compare the way terms change but mechanics stay the same.

Hopefully these two examples’ll kick start your own creative process.

The Kingdom of Hydrafel
(without {brackets} - pages 62 - 71)

...And Yet Another Setting

(pages 72 - 81)

The players join different cohorts in backing candidates for the recently-

vacated throne of a high fantasy realm. The players decisions will mold

the future of this imaginary landscape even as their conflicts threaten

to tear the game world apart!

The Complete Example Setting
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The criers bear sad tidings. Queen Grace, beloved sovereign
of the land of Hydrafel, has died without any heirs.

This influential but eccentric monarch ruled for generations without
marrying and most of the nobles in the line of succession were killed
fighting the Ogre Incursion a dozen years ago.

Hydrafel is a vast kingdom spanning from the Brentworth Sea     to
the Shortback Mountains. Its wealth lies in the farmlands of the
White Hills and the trees of the Elder Forest. The people are simple
and hardworking, but they’ve grown accustomed to strong leadership,
peace, and prosperity.

There are many candidates with some claim to the throne and
many have backers that seek to control it.

Great noble houses, merchants’ guilds, churches, wizardly enclaves,
and generals at the heads of vast armies all have their own aspirants
to put forward. Other pretenders have sought the backing of foreign
powers and even the Dwarves and Elves at the edges of the kingdom.

The Royal Conclave currently controls the kingdom, but these
wizened advisors are like the cobwebs Queen Grace left behind and
a stiff breeze might blow them away. Without a clear heir, they
have called a Grand Council of all the aspirants and their backers to
settle the right of succession. The council will take place just before
the Feast of the Gods – a celebration where the people choose their
Holy Champion. You’ll have precious little time to prepare…

Kingdom of Hydrafel
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{Blue Tokens} represent the strength of your candidate’s claim

to the throne and are called ClClClClClaaaaaiiiiimmmmmsssss.

{Red Tokens} represent how strongly the people of Hydrafel

favor your candidate and are called FFFFFaaaaavvvvvorsorsorsorsors.

The {White Tokens} are called SSSSSooooovereivereivereivereivereignsgnsgnsgnsgns and represent the

material wealth needed to power your characters’ special

abilities through purchasing equipment, influence, or access.

The Tokens of Hydrafel

s̀

The Calendar of the Coronation
` Parte 1 (0:15): The Storm of Whispers

In which various and sundry cohorts form
and choose their candidates for the throne.

` Parte 2 (0:30): The Rivals Ball
In which dances of the most innocent sort reveal
rivalries between indviduals from different cohorts.

` Parte 3 (2:15): The Season of Knives
In which Cliams and Favors are won and lost via
the Titles and dealings of those in the cohorts.

` Parte 4 (0:10): The Grand Council
In which the Legalmost Heir to the Throne becomes
decided by the holding of the most Claims.

` Parte 5 (0:05): Feast of the Gods
In which the Holy Champion of the People comes
to light due to the holding of the most Favors.

` Parte 6 (0:15): The Coronation
In which the choices of free agents decide whether
the Legal Heir or People’s Champion shall prevail.

Terms and Ritual Phrases
Rivalries are formed during Dances at the Rival’s ball.

Say “I haven’t seen you since...” to start a Rivalry.

Say “I’m still in mourning for the Queen” to refuse a deal.

All Cohorts have Strongholds within the Kingdom. Name yours!
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Kingdom of Hydrafel
Cohort Declaration

Banner of Cohorts:
Banner Motto:

Candidate for the Throne:

Why should your cohorts control the Kingdom of Hydrafel?

Additional History:

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):
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Kingdom of Hydrafel
Heraldric Insignia

Character Name:
...played by__________________________________________

set of Backers:
who is loyal to

(list another PC from this Faction):

because

Charater:
set of Backers:

Charater:
set of Backers:

Charater:
set of Backers:

Charater:
set of Backers:

Rivals

take a fourth rival only if your set has just 3 backers

FIRST TITLE SECOND TITLE

THIRD TITLE SHORT TITLE
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you

target

x3

x5

s̀

x 2

ally

you

target

x2

x3

x3

s̀

x 3
ally

During the Season of Knives,

you may pay 3 Favors and

2 Sovereigns to any other set of

backers and take 5 of their Claims

back to your own cohorts.

Notorious Torturer

You know how rumours spread and

you can turn opinions into “facts.”

Story Teller

During the Season of Knives,

you and one Ally (with different

cohorts) may pay 2 (total) Favors to

the targeted cohorts. You must also

pay the targets 3 Sovereigns.

In return, you and your ally can each

take 3 Claims (6 total) from the

targets to your respective cohorts.

Few would speak ill of you

…in public.

you

target

x 8

s̀

x 5

During the Season of Knives,

you may pay 5 Sovereigns to the

target cohorts and take 8 of their

Claims back to your own cohorts.

Reknowned Sage
As a diligent researcher or savvy

collector of information, you know

much that is secret.
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you

target

x 8

s̀

x 5

you

target

x3

x5

s̀

x 2

ally

you

target

x2

x3

x3

s̀

x 3
ally

Be it martial or magical skill, you

excel in competition and everyone

trusts a winner.

Tournament Champion

During the Season of Knives,

you may pay 3 Claims and

2 Sovereigns to the target cohorts

and take 5 of their Favors back to

your own cohorts.

Friend of the Lowly

Protector of the People
You look out for the less fortunate

and they love you for it.

During the Season of Knives,

you and one Ally with different

cohorts may pay 2 Claims to the

targeted cohorts. You must also pay

the targets 3 Sovereigns. In return,

you and your ally can each take 3 of

the targets’ Favors (6 total) back to

your respective cohorts.

During the Season of Knives,

you may pay 5 Sovereigns to the

target cohorts and take 8 of their

Favors back to your own cohorts.

You’ve been around and have many

friends outside the court.
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ally

you

target

x5

x5

x5

s̀

x 1

s̀

x 1
ally ally

you

target

x3 x3

x3

x3

s̀

x 4
ally ally

you

target

x9 x5

x5

x5

Shadowy Figure

In Phase 3, you and two Allies (each

with different cohorts) may pay

9 Favors (total) to the target cohorts.

You must also pay the targets 4

Sovereigns. In return, you and each

of your allies may take 5 Claims

from the targets (15 total) back to

your respective cohorts.

Royal Favorite
You were favored by Queen Grace

and you don’t let others forget it!

Most of the criminal underworld

still fears and respects you.

During the Season of Knives,

you and one Ally with other cohorts

may pay a total of 5 Favors to the

targeted cohorts. You must also pay

the targets 1 Sovereign. You and

your ally may each then take 5

Claims (10 total) from the targets

back to your respective cohorts.

In Phase 3, you and two Allies (each

with different cohorts) may pay 3

Favors (total) to the target cohorts.

You must also pay the targets 1

Sovereign. You and each of your

allies may then take 3 Claims (9

total) from the targets back to your

own respective cohorts.

Paragon of the Faith
Your years of piety have paid off –

the temples will stand behind you.

ally
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ally

you

target

x5

x5

x5

s̀

x 1
ally

s̀

x 1
ally ally

you

target

x3 x3

x3

x3

s̀

x 4

In Phase 3, you and two Allies (each

with different cohorts) may pay a

total of 9 Claims to the target

cohorts. You must also pay the

targets 4 Sovereigns. You and each

of your allies may take 5 Favors

from the targets (15 total) back to

your respective cohorts.

Ogre’s Bane
You’re a hero of the last war

and the people haven’t forgotten.

ally ally

you

target

x9 x5

x5

x5

Rabble Rouser

In Phase 3, you and two Allies (each

with different cohorts) may pay

3 (total) Claims to the targeted

cohorts. You must also pay the target

1 Sovereign. In return, you and each

of your allies may take 3 of the

targets’ Favors (9 total) back to your

own respective cohorts.

You can whip public sentiment up

until it froths into an angry mob.

During the Season of Knives, you

and one Ally with different cohorts

may pay 5 Claims (total) to other

targeted cohorts. You must also pay

the targets 1 Sovereign. You and

your ally may each then take 5

Favors (10 total) from the targets

back to your respective cohorts.

You have a well-trained fighting

force which awaits your orders.

High Commander
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First: Who in your faction was forcibly expelled before

the Grand Council began and why?

2) How did your candidate embarrass you?
3) Who in your faction collapsed and why?
4) What did Queen Grace’s steward say about your faction?
5) Why was your candidate absent from the Grand Council?
6) Who from your faction swore an oath and what was it?
7) Why did your faction walk out in protest?
8) What sign of the gods favored your faction?
9) Who in your faction gave an impassioned speech?
Last: What did your candidate say that swayed

the Grand Council in your favor?

The Grand Council has ended and the candidate from the faction
with the strongest claim to the throne is now the Heir Apparent.

But the coronation can’t take place until
the Feast of the Gods has ended…

The Grand Council
Inquiries
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The Feast of the Gods

First: Who from your faction served as champion

to the Heir Apparent?

2) Who in your faction drank the most during the feast?
3) Why did the people boo your candidate in the tourney?
4) Why did a mob attack your faction?
5) Who in your faction ignited a riot and how?
6) Who from your faction swore an oath and what was it?
7) Who from your faction won the tourney and how?
8) What sign of the gods favored your faction?
9) Who in your faction quelled the riot and how?
Last: What did your candidate say that swayed

the people to your side?

Now one faction of cohorts has a legal claim to the throne
...and another has the will of the people behind them.

The candidate from the winning cohort of the Feast
is now know as the Champion of the People.

While open war may not come, it is sure to be bloody business from
here to the coronation.

Revelries
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The day after old Abner reported strange lights in the
sky to the FBI, an anonymous snitch called in with
the exact location of the biggest moonshine ring in
the whole of Pyewackett County.

The papers had a big story about fearless G-Men
smashing stills and chasing backwoods farmers while
old Abner quietly vanished.

He’s not the only one.

The streets of Gable Cove have gotten worse since the
fish cannery closed but the  town has not grown quiet.

Visitors travel miles on the only motorcoach from
the big city. Sometimes they ask about strange things
seen in the woods by Hangman’s Hill or along
the cold, grey coastline near Satan’s Teakettle.

They may claim to be eminent researchers from far-
off universities, quoting ancient texts about tonight’s
unique astral conjunction.

They may have government credentials or press cards,
trying to weed out innocents before the fiery
vengeance rains down on these crooked streets.

They may have read the right books or had the wrong
kind of dream. They may use the secret handshakes
taught them by long lost relatives, forbidden cults
and their unfathomable allies.

But a presence has begun to awaken here since the
Skyfall, a power beyond imagining. When the stars
align, which insane theory will prove correct?

The Gable Cove Skyfall
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{Blue Tokens} represent unknowable alien Artifacts which

can be harnessed to bind whatever came here to your will.

{Red Tokens} represent Evidence of an alien presence which

will convince the authorities of Earth which stance to take.

The {White Tokens} represent personal Preparations you have

made in the face of the unknown; people you’ve contacted,

secrets you’ve hidden and defences you’ve cobbled together.

Tokens of Gable Cove

Gable Cove Community Event Schedule
Phase 1 (0:15): Punching your TicketPunching your TicketPunching your TicketPunching your TicketPunching your Ticket

Conspiracies form over the secrets which
have fallen on sleepy little Gable Cove.

Phase 2 (0:30): The Long Bus RideThe Long Bus RideThe Long Bus RideThe Long Bus RideThe Long Bus Ride
Agents of various conspiracies recognize
useful or notorious “assets” on the way in.

Phase 3 (2:15): The Last Hours of DaylightThe Last Hours of DaylightThe Last Hours of DaylightThe Last Hours of DaylightThe Last Hours of Daylight
As the night draws in, conspiracies scramble
for the move their final pawns into place

Phase 4 (0:10): The Presence AwakensThe Presence AwakensThe Presence AwakensThe Presence AwakensThe Presence Awakens
The thing from the Skyfall manifests itself
and only alien Artifacts can control it...

Phase 5 (0:05): The Government RaidThe Government RaidThe Government RaidThe Government RaidThe Government Raid
The Feds finally have enough evidence to act,
but whose word will they beleive?

Phase 6 (0:15): The Astral Conjunction
The skies twist themselves into a unique
configuration which will never come again...

Terms and Ritual Phrases
Assets are gained by Switching Seats on the Long Bus Ride.

Say “I still owe you from that time in...” to turn someone into an Asset.

Say “Something’s just not right here” to refuse a deal.

All Conspiracies have taken Lodgings in and around the Town.
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Secret Files

Conspiracy:

Why should your conspiracy control the situation?

Secret Agenda:

Handshakes, Symbols & Recognition Signs:

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

Player Name: ____________________________________ is playing

Email (Optional):

The Gable Cove Skyfall
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Character Name:
...played by

agent of the ________________________________ Conspiracy
known to be loyal to: (list another member of the conspiracy)

because:

Character:
Conspiracy:

Character:
Conspiracy:

Character:
Conspiracy:

Character:
Conspiracy:

Assets

take a fourth Asset only if your conspiracy has only 3 members

Primary Credentials Secondary Credentials

Minor Credentials Extra Credentials
{Conspiracies of 3 only}

The Gable Cove Skyfall
Identification Papers
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you

target

x3

x5

s̀

x 2

ally

you

target

x 2

x 3

x 3

s̀

x 3
ally

During the Last Hours of Daylight,

you may pay 3 Evidences and

2 Preparations to any other

conspiracy and take 5 of their

Artifacts back to your own.

Old Fashioned Bootlegger

You can make something useful out

of ideas that drive others mad.

Crackpot Theorist

During the Last Hours of Daylight,

you and one Ally (from a different

conspiracy) may pay 2 (total)

Evidences to another targeted

conspiracy. You must also pay the

target 3 Preparations. In return, you

and your ally can each take

3 Artifacts (6 total) from the target

back to your respective conspiracies.

Whether it’s hooch or things from

another world, you know how

to sneak it past prying eyes.

you

target

x8

s̀

x 5

During the Last Hours of Daylight,

you may pay 5 Preparations to

another conspiracy and take 8 of

their Artifacts back to your own.

Expert Scavenger

You have a knack for identifying and

rigging up alien devices. You can tell

a working device from junk any day.
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you

target

x8

s̀

x 5

you

target

x3

x5

s̀

x 2

ally

you

target

x 2

x 3

x 3

s̀

x 3
ally

Maybe you’re an ace reporter or a

private eye with ESP, but you get

hunches that lead to valuable clues.

Sensational Bloodhound

During the Last Hours of Daylight,

you may pay 3 Artifacts and

2 Preparations to another conspiracy

and take 5 of their Evidences back

to your own conspiracy.

Quick Infiltrator

Lowlife Agitator
You can pass the word among the

downtrodden and the despicable.

During the Last Hours of Daylight,

you and one Ally (from a different

conspiracy) may pay 2 Artifacts

(total) to a targeted conspiracy. You

must also pay the target

3 Preparations. In return, you and

your ally can each take 3 of the

targets’ Evidences (6 total.)

During the Last Hours of Daylight,

you may pay 5 Preparations to

another set of backers and take 8 of

their Evidences back to your own.

You can disguise your true nature

in order to sway the opinions

of any group from the inside.
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ally

you

target

x5

x5

x5

s̀

x 1

s̀

x 1

ally ally

you

target

x3 x3

x3

x3

s̀

x 4

ally ally

you

target

x 9 x 5

x 5

x 5

Weird Voyager

In Phase 3, you and two Allies (each

from different conspiracies) may

pay 9 Evidences (total) to a fourth

target conspiracy. You must also pay

the target 4 Preparations. In return,

you and each of your allies may take

5 Artifacts from the target (15 total)

back to your respective conspiracies.

Meddling Fool
You and your little friends can’t

seem to mind your own business.

Your disant travels have taught you

truths others would never believe.

During the Last Hours of Daylight,

you and one Ally from another

conspiracy may pay a total of

5 Evidences to a target conspiracy.

You must also pay the target

1 Preparation. You and your ally

may each then take 10 Artifacts

(5 for you and 5 for your ally.)

In Phase 3, you and two Allies (each

from different conspiracies) may

pay 3 Evidences (total) to another

target conspiracy. You must also pay

the target 1 Preparation.

You and each of your allies may take

3 of the targets’ Artifacts (9 total)

back to your respective conspiracies.

Epicure of the Eerie
You seek companionship in

the strange and far-off places.

ally
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ally

you

target

x5

x5

x5

s̀

x 1
ally

s̀

x 1

ally ally

you

target

x3 x3

x3

x3

s̀

x 4

In Phase 3, you and two Allies (each

from different conspiracies) may

pay a total of 9 Artifacts to another

target conspiracies. You must also

pay the targets 4 Preparations. You

and each of your allies may take 5

Evidences from the target (15 total)

back to your own conspiracies.

Official Mouthpiece
You can coordinate the facts so that

they match your clients’ agendas.

ally ally

you

target

x9 x5

x5

x5

Gossip Monger

In Phase 3, you and two Allies (each

from different conspiracies) may

pay 3 (total) Artifacts to a fourth

target conspiracy. You must also pay

the targets 1 Preparations. In return,

you and each of your allies may take

3 of the target’s Evidences (9 total)

back to your respective backers.

You can siphon news out of any

group with a little careless talk.

During the Last Hours of Daylight,

you and one Ally from another

conspiracy may pay 5 Artifacts

(total) to a target conspiracy. You

must also pay the target

1 Preparation. You and your ally

may each take 5 Evidences (10 total)

back to your respective conspiracies.

Because of what you’ve written,

others turn to you for answers.

Published Authority
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First: Who in your conspiracy went temporarily insane

from their first vision of The Presense?

2) How did The Presence devastate you?
3) Where did you encounter The Presence?
4) Why did your conspiracy flee for their lives?
5) What power did The Presence use on you?
6) When did your conspiracy have to open fire?
7) What did you realize The Presence was?
8) Where did you find a glimmer of hope?
9) Who in your conspiracy faced this alone?
Last: What did your conspiracy have to sacrifice

in order to gain control of The Presence?

The Presence has awakened and the conspiracy
with the best collection of alien artifacts has
gained control of its otherworldly urges...

But Earth has its own defenses, an immune
system of sorts, which takes the form
of Government Raid...

The Presence Awakens
Revelations
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First: Who from your conspiracy tipped off the Feds

and why did you do that?

2) Who in your conspiracy was already wanted?
3) Where did the Feds hold you for questioning?
4) What did your conspiracy blow up in town?
5) Why was your conspiracy already prepared?
6) How did your conspiracy escape the Feds?
7) Who in your conspiracy was a double agent?
8) How did your conspiracy change the odds?
9) Who in your conspiracy saved the town?
Last: How did your conspiracy manage manipulate

the Feds into handing over Earth’s last hope to you?

So, as the eleventh hour draws to a close,
one conspiracy has taken control of The
Presence from beyond and another has gained
possession of the Last Hope of Earth.

The night sky has begun its final shift into
the fateful Astral Conjunction which will
decide which secret, The Presence or The Last
Hope, will decide the fate of Gable Cove (and
possibly the rest of the universe as well...)

Field Reports
The Government Raid
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Referee Summary
Full Summary (with Page References)

Organize Players (page 2 & 3)

Explain the Setting (page 6 & 7)

Assist Players and Explain the What They’re Creating

k Help “stuck” players create their factions (page 8)

k Hand Out Buttons and Explain Button Abilities (page 10 - 13)

k Distribute Dance Cards and Explain Them (page 14)

k Hand Out 48 White Tokens per team, Distributed Evenly (page 16)

Gather All Players for the Phase (page 18)

Explain the Rules

k A player may approach any other & offer a White Token (page 19)

k Defender may suggest alternative to double price (page 19)

Monitor Relationship Creation (page 20)

Phase One Summary (page 17)

Phase Two Summary (page 21)

This is a very brief summary of the key points of the rules, meant

more as an index or table of contents, but useful as a general guide to

the order of play. Please see individual phase summaries for more

detailed guidelines (But only this index has page numbers noted.)

Referee Checklist (page 50 - 51)
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Determine Rankings by Blue Tokens, then Red Tokens (page 34)

Gather Players for Both Resolutions

k Ask Blue Token Resolution questions (page 35)

k Ask Red Token Resolution questions (page 38)

Explain the Rules

k Distribute 30 Blue Tokens to each team (page 22)

k Distribute 30 Red Tokens to each team (page 22)

k Players may use Button abilities during this Phase only (page 22)

k Deals players want to make outside of buttons are okay (page 22)

k To use a button ability, you must Narrate (page 24)

k To defend against a button ability, you must be at Base (page 25)

k Accepting a Defence doubles the White Token cost (page 25)

Ensure Fair Play and Keep Track of Token Counts (page 29)

k +20 Red, +20 Blue per team after second half-hour period (page 25)

Phase Three Summary (page 33)

Phases Four & Five Summary (page 41)

Set Stage by giving Blue and Red bags to team captains (page 42)

k All other players become Free Agents (page 42)

k Each free agent narrates choice of Red or Blue bag (page 42)

Do the Final Counts (page 43)

After Game (page 45)

Phase Six Summary (page 47)

Summary of Appendices (page 49)
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Thank you for taking a look at this game!

We certainly hope you’ll get a chance to play it, and soon.

For more information, updates, planned events and even a download

 or two, check out the Team Event home page:

http://teameventrpg.wordpress.com/


